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Why Perform? Connect with the 
community 

Share your creations 

Find a purpose working 
with your gear 

Demonstrate your skills



Frank Zappa, “The 
Real Frank Zappa 

Book”, p. 162



The Most Important Lesson

A performance doesn’t need to be a big deal

Anyone can perform


It gets easier with practice


People are pretty accepting



What’s in a performance?

Have an intention Have a start and 
an end

Make something 
happen during the 

performance



Intention: Doing it on Purpose

Declaring that you are doing a performance is sufficient intent

But if you want ideas, here are a few:

Express feeling or 
emotion through 

sound

Demonstrate a 
cool technique or 

tool

Entertain an 
audience

CHEAT: Set context for your audience by telling them your intent



The Start

Practice your 
start

This when you’re 
the most nervous!

Starting tip if using 
clocks: 

Use one master clock


Distribute it using CV or 
MIDI


Make it your “start” 
button



Make something happen over time
It’s INTERESTING for the audience!

Exaggerate your motions, 
even if it’s turning a knob

Stick with what you know


You don’t need to do something 
because everyone else does it









“But what should I do?”



Anything you 
want.



If you can drone, you can 
perform





Decide how you want to make the 
performance change over time





Decide how you want to interact 
with your gear to change the sound





Adding to What You Know
(Learning is hard and it takes time)

Read the manual 
and watch tutorials

Decide what you 
enjoy and cater to 

your strengths

Practice (especially if 
you want to do melodic 

content)



Think about your performance’s flow

Are your 
transitions 
smooth?

Does each 
“section” have a 

clear feeling?

Are you going 
too fast?



Practice how 
you will end



Great. Where do I perform?

Meet people and watch 
other’s performances



Before the Show

What do you need to 
bring?

How do you remember 
what to do?



Checklist: Your Main Items

Gear

AC Adapter

Pedals

Don’t forget about bags or cases for packing and moving gear

Mixer

Headphones



Checklist: Extra Stuff

Audio cables Power strips Extension cords



Check with the venue if you need these

Tables or stands

Amplifier

Personal lights



Wiring 
Diagram

Eurorack

Mixer
Astral 

Destiny 
Pedal

Strisoboard
VCA4

Out L

In 3

VoiceLive 
Pedal

XLR In 1

XLR

Mic



Song 
Sheet

There’s no 
“correct” format 
for a song sheet



You can perform

Anyone can be a composer

Anyone can be a performer
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